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… 

Centralisation typically results in greater operational certainty, a more 

consistent online experience and (for most elements at least) a more 

efficient use of scarce resources.  

So although complete separation may not be on the cards, a clearer 

statement about ownership, leadership and authority for web is justified. 

Ownership 

The Web Team is given rights to and has ultimate title over all digital content 

and services—including final say over everything that goes online.  



Authority 

The Web Team is granted the permission to make any necessary decisions about 

how the management of activity and how resource are allocated, in order to 

ensure operational stability.  

Leadership 

The Web Team is conferred with special responsibility to maximise how digital 

technology is used to support of business value, with an advisory role to Senior 

Management in this regard. 

 

Inevitably, each of these elements may be qualified in various ways—

such that aspects of the overall mandate are shared with other bodies to a 

greater or lesser extent, e.g. with IT or Communications. 

In addition, checks-&-balances on the power of the Web Team are also a 

good idea to help keep everyone aligned and (perhaps) forestall 

megalomania. 

Indeed, a hard lesson learned by many teams is that the centralisation of 

authority & ownership is a double-edged sword. 

Contrary to expectations, centralisation does not reduce the 

answerability of the Web Team to the rest of the business—it actually 

increases it! 

Sure, your Web Team may now have total command over previously 

independent units —but it is precisely because these formerly units must 

now come to you for service, that you must be more reactive than ever. 

This is particularly evident in entities like government where inflexible 

systems imposed by “those clowns in Head Office” can actually limit online 

success rather than progress it. 



 

To prevent this happening, a strategy called “subsidiarity” is useful for 

bringing internal stakeholders with you.  

Subsidiarity 

The principle of subsidiarity states that “those things that are best done 

locally should continue to be done locally, whilst specialist skills and resources 

are marshalled by a central team for the benefit of all.”  

This might mean that in an organisation with many regional sites (like 

Mom-n-Pop) devolved teams can continue to publish their own 

material—but only so long as core elements  like user experience & 

technology are sourced from the Web Team.  

Such a mandate—clearly and firmly promulgated by senior 

management—can broadly settle any debate about online. 

 

And yet, as you may have noticed, that neither this renewed vision for 

governance nor the definitions of ownership, leadership and authority, 

say anything about in which department Web should reside. 

The question remains: where should such a powerful team be placed? In 

IT? Or Communications? Why not Marketing? 



As we have seen there are no hard-and-fast rules of who which best. 

The only thing that matters is that the executive responsible can deliver 

in an unbiased way for the entire organisation—and not just their own 

department.  

(The checks and balances we referred to earlier, are important in this 

regard and we’ll explore them more in a moment.) 

Evidence from the market indicates that IT, Marketing & Communications 

remain most popular—simply because that is where the bulk of online 

skills reside, such as code, content and design. 

All the same, even if one team (say Communications) is given ownership 

of Web, some important resources may  remain elsewhere, perhaps in IT. 

And for reasons of politics, performance  or simple expediency, it may 

not be desirable to change arrangements in the short term. 

The challenge then is to create a system such that the Web Team can 

continue to deliver a high standard of stability, even if it is diluted by 

incomplete command over all the Activities or Resources of governance. 

And, again, there is no reason in principle why this cannot work.  

As we saw in a previous video, interdepartmental relationships in some 

organisations are so good that all that is really needed is a gentleman’s 

agreement for staff or other assets to be shared as necessary. 

But admittedly, that is not all that common. 

As Scale grows, what were once shared agenda tend to split apart, 

making co-ordination harder and harder. 

What may then happen is that, say, the IT department (which has no 

direct ownership of online and thus is not measured by its performance) 



 

focuses more on its own work and lends out Developers only 

grudgingly. 

If such a situation is combined with poor communications or byzantine 

methods of project management—even the most resilient of Web 

Managers can be stymied by the difficulties of trying to get things done. 

Nevertheless, you can still retain a legitimate expectation that everything 

you need to get the job done will be provided—and that includes the 

support of IT (or other). 

And while you yourself may not be able to make the IT team co-operate, 

Senior Management sure can. 

 

In fact, it is instances like this (when a new mandate for operations is 

being questioned) that C-level executives get to prove their commitment 

to their vision for Web Governance, by short-cutting resistance and 

insisting on co-operation. 

With a modicum of goodwill (and perhaps a little arm-twisting), 

procedures for cross-functional resourcing can be worked out. 

For example, a variation on the concept of an SLA—called an Operational 

Level Agreement (OLA) or Charter of Understanding—can be used to define 



basic terms of support, including response times to requests and 

minimum levels of quality. 

The benefit for you as a Web Manager is that—just like a contract with an 

external provider—you then know what you are getting.  

Similarly, for your supplier they knows what they have to fulfil and can 

plan the deployment of staff accordingly. 

… 

… 
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This is a sample from Video 5— Define a new system of 

ownership, leadership & authority for online created by 

Shane Diffily. 

As the internet's leading commentator on Web Governance, 

I created these classes as a low cost alternative to in-person 

training for Web & Product Managers who want to 

improve digital management & operations.  

Watch the videos 

Listen to the podcasts  

Or read the transcripts from all 5 lessons of my 

Masterclass at Diffily.com/Masterclass 

PS—Get everything from Lesson 1 for free at diffily.com 
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